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Introduction

Port and harbor development and redevelopment projects often cause adverse
environmental impacts due to the resulting loss ordegradation ofaquatic habitat.
This frequently results in conflicts between developers and environmental or fish
ing interests. Options for mitigating the loss ofhabitat and associated degradation
incarrying capacity are limited inmany cases due to the lack of areasavailable or
suitable for common habitat compensation measures such as wetland creation or
submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) planting techniques. The use ofprefabricated
artificial reef structures designed to increase the carrying capacity of shallow open-
water areas for selected ecological communities and/or important fish/shellfish
species can serve asa cost-effective tool for compensating, inpart, for habitat los
ses and thus aid in resolving conflicts. The rationale for applying this technology,
limitations pertaining to its use, and an initial application ofit in Delaware Bay are
briefly described.

Problem Description

The need for mitigation technology in ports and harbors is frequently based on
the requirement toexpand existing portcapacities andefficiencies inorder to meet
increasing economic demands associated with growing international trade.
However, military requirements based on national security priorities as well as
residential and recreational projects related to local economic growth also generate
port and harbor development and channel modifications.

To meet these demands, port authorities, military, and other government or
ganizations as well asprivate firms have been planning theredevelopment andex
pansion ofshore-based facilities aswell asthe deepening and expansion ofchannels
and turning basins. These plans often require dredging, dredged material disposal,
and land reclamation orpile-based construction that may have temporary orper
manentadverseimpacts on living marine or estuarlne resources. Construction ac
tivities can temporarily reduce water quality and increase turbidity, causethe burial
of benthic resources, or alter circulation patterns affecting benthic and fisheries
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production as well as fish migration.
At thesame time, public concern about the environmental quality of our coas

tal areas is increasing, the population in coastal areas is growing significantly, and
the demand for recreational fishing and boating opportunities is increasing. These
trends have increased the frequency and intensity of conflicts that may seriously
delay and thereby escalate thecost ofcoastal development projects. This situation
challenges developers as well as environmental and natural resource managers to
establish ecologically sound development plans that minimize habitat loss and
provide effective mitigation for those impacts which cannot be avoided.

For the last decade, Aquabio and Versar have been involved ina number of
port and harbor impact analysis and/or mitigation planning projects. During the
course of these projects, a number ofconflicts have arisen between developers and
groups concerned with the environment or fishing. These conflicts were generally
associated with one or more of the following problem areas:

• The impact of the proposed activity was notadequately described
or quantified.

• Several groups were involved in the decision process.
• Mitigation options were limited due to multiple uses or available

technology.
• Solution alternativeswere multi-attribute and/or uncertainty existed

in performance, cost, or schedule projections.

Impact study results frequently lack the detail or resolution necessary toclear
ly identify and quantify the projected adverse impacts in terms that can be used to
develop ecologically effective and appropriately scaled mitigation plans. This
problem, combined with the involvement of multiple groups or agencies with dif
fering priorities and responsibilities, makes it difficult toreach a consensus on func
tional mitigation objectives. This situation is further compounded bythe fact that,
despite the number of past mitigation projects, the site- specific nature of the
problem causes uncertainty in the assessment ofmitigation performance, cost, or
schedule.

Current Habitat Enhancement Options

Common habitat compensation options available for aquatic mitigation in
clude wetland restoration, artificial wetland creation using dredged material, and
the planting of submerged aquatic vegetation. Less frequently proposed alterna
tives include channel modifications to improve circulation, excavation of uplands
to create wetlands, or anadromous fish passage improvement or stocking. However,
thealternatives most appropriate for in-kind mitigation inports and harbors are fre
quently limited due to lack of land or shallow areas available for wetland crea
tion/restoration and water quality conditions which limits SAV success. Inaddition,
the recurring maintenance costs associated with these common compensation
measures can be significant if these approaches areapplied inareas poorly suited
to their application.

Wetland creation and restoration have been successfully applied to a number
of port and coastal development projects. These methods are appropriate when
wetland areasare impacted or lost, and where suitable land or water areasare avail
ableand reliable functional performance can be expected. SAV plantings hasalso
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proven effective in selected projects. Likewise, kelp planting intheport ofLos An
geles has been successful and effective (Rice, 1983). This approach is appropriate
when SAV areas are affected and where water quality and site conditions suggest
that this approach will result in long-term habitat production. However, many port
areas arefully developed and multiple users compete for any remaining shore areas.
Many sites suitable for wetland creation are limited by useconflicts that minimize
opportunities for on-site habitat compensation. The water quality and turbidity con
ditions in many port areas are also less than ideal for SAV success. Although water
quality is improving inmany areas, current conditions often limit the long-term suc
cess forSAV planting (Ord, 1985).

Prefabricated Artificial ReefTechnology

In many cases, the habitat impacted by to port expansion includes shallow
water areas lost dueto land reclamation, creation ofartificial islands, ordredging.
Prefabricated designed artificial reefs have been suggested as tools for such marine
and estuarine mitigation (Aquabio, 1980, Sheehy.1982; Sheehy and Vik, 1983)
and specifically recommended for port and harbor applications (Gatton, 1983;
Sheehy and Vik, 1984). Prefabricated artificial reefs were initially Introduced in the
U.S. (Sheehy, 1976, Aquabio, 1978) asa means ofenhancing lobster populations.
Habitat modules designed to meet species and site specific conditions were mass
produced to expand areas suitable for lobster occupancy. As the result of a tech
nology transfer effort (Sheehy, 1979), a broader base ofJapanese andTaiwanese
(R.O.C.) technology was introduced (Aquabio, 1982), field evaluated (Aquabio,
1983), and modified for American applications (Sheehy, inpress). This transferred
technology included a variety ofreef modules that are potentially suitable for fish,
shellfish, and macroalgae habitat enhancement.

Prefabricated designed artificial reefs have a number ofadvantages asmitiga
tion tools:

• No requirement for landacquisition.
• Flexible design tomeet site-specific conditions and target species or

community requirements.
• Predictable costand reliable performance.
• Effective useof limited available space.

These features make reef modules very suitable for port and harbor applica
tions where available space is limited, sites conditions arerestrictive, andmodifica
tions may be necessary to meet specific target species or life stage requirements.
Existing prefabricated reef designs can be modified to meet site and functional
biological requirements ina cost-effective manner. Reef modules can be tailored to
provide maximum effectiveness per unit ofbottom area available and can easily
beapplied in a phased manner to meet staged development ormitigation banking
requirements.

Adistinction must be made between prefabricated mitigation reefs and the
traditional scrap material recreational fishing reefs that have been built for some
time along the U.S. coasts (Sheehy and Vik, 1984). The purpose ofa mitigation
reef ishabitat compensation rather than thedirect improvement ofrecreational fish
ing. The application objective ofa mitigation reef is to increase the carrying capacity
ofanarea for communities and species impacted by the proposed project This dif-
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fers from from the objectivesof recreationalfishing reefs, which are placed to im
prove catch per unit effortof top predator species and, In many areas, to dispose
of solid waste material. Due to the differences in goals and objectives, mitigation
reefs generally employ the best available technology to conserve and preserve
natural resources, whereas recreational reefs generally use materials of opportunity
and are managed to maximize either catch or disposal efficiency.

Artificial reefs function in a habitat compensation mode by directly replacing
communities, nutrient resources, or criticalhabitat functions lost due to project im
pacts. In many ports and harbors, benthic resources are lost due to burial or con
tamination, while fishand shellfish habitat and other nutrient resources are lost due
to filling of marsh, SAV, and open water habitat. Reefs can performsome of these
functions through the provision of hard substratesuitable for epifaunal coloniza
tion, provisionof cover and concealment habitat requiredby some species or life
stages, and alteration of local circulation patterns to concentrate nutrient sources.
However, reefs are clearlynot a means of in-kindreplacementfor all the functions
of wetlands or SAV. Reef applications should be integrated into comprehensive
mitigation plans to providethe best combination of functional features needed to
adequately compensate for project impacts.

The provision of additional hardsubstrate that iselevated off the bottomcan
substantially increaseepifaunalcommunity development, and directly and indirect
lyprovidesignificant food resources for fish and critical substratefor other species
such as the oyster. The three-dimensional aspect of these mitigation reef modules
can providea largeavailable surfacearea per unit of bottomcovered, depending
on the design. Resulting increases inepifaunal biomass can contribute to fish food
resources lost due to burial or contamination of hard and soft bottom substrate.

Cover and concealment is essential to a number of species, such as lobsters
ifiomarus amerlcanus) and Tautog (Tautog onitis) thatare generally not found resi
dent in an area withoutadequate shelteror fixed references. Other species require
substrateor certain habitattypesforovideposition or spawning. Juveniles of many
species indicate a preference for theshelterand food provided bySAV beds. Some
of these requirements canbe met with appropriately designed reef structures that
can provide this type of habitat until such time as water quality permits effective
replanting or natural reestablishment of SAV.

Prefabricated structures are also designed to alter circulation patterns. Those
unitsthat are suitable formitigation applications in ports generally createcomplex
turbulent flow patterns effective inconcentrating plankton and detritus. This con
centrates plankton forspecies or life stages thatdependon theseresources and can
also concentrate detritus that maycontribute to increased local benthicproductivity.

Conceptual Mitigation Planning Process

The approach to mitigation analysis that was developed from our past ex
perience isbasedon the results of bothan impact assessment as well as a conflict
assessment. The impact assessment characterizes and quantifies the extent and
duration ofprojected functional ecological losses fortheproposed project. Thecon
flict assessment identifies the potential conflict issues that mayarise as a result of
actual lossesin habitat or alternateuse opportunity. It may also includeissuesthat
may not be directly based on natural resource loss, such as fishing or boating ac
cess. The action optionsand solution preferences for each possible participating
groupor agency are projected foruseinpredicting stable solutions.
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Based on these inputs, the mitigation analysis used to develop decision sup
port includes, as a minimum:

• Determination of functional requirements.
• Specification of clear mitigation objectives.
• Review of alternatives.
• Selection of cost-effective mitigation options.
• Developmentof an integrated mitigation plan.
• Determinationof monitoringand evaluation requirements.

This information is used to develop a mitigation plan that is provided to the
projectdecision makers in the formof decisionsupport informationand guidance.
Since most port developmentdecisions are made only after extensive interagency
coordination, this information should be presented in a form that includes an ex
planation of the biological, engineering, and economic aspects of the project.
Mitigation proposals need to clearly demonstratethat significant long-termenviron
mental benefitsfor living resources will be achieved, that mitigation technology is
reasonablyavailable to the applicant, and that mitigation isboth feasible and prac
ticable.

Case Study: Wilmington Harbor South, Delaware

A project to maintain authorized channel depths in the Wilmington Harbor
Federal Navigation channel adjacent to the Wilmington Marine Terminal and to
leave open opportunities for on-site port relocation and expansion resulted in a
plan to fill 326 acres. Thisarea included 87 acresof uplands, 12 acres of vegetated
wetlands, 85 acres of intertidal mudflat, and 142 acres of shallow water habitat.
The mitigation plan included a broad range of mitigation measures including
vegetated wetlands, and operational controls on construction impacts to facilitate
the passage of migrating anadromous fish. To address the loss of shallow water
habitat, the conceptual mitigationplan called for the use of artificial reefs.

Aquabioapplieda systemsanalysis approach (Aquabio, 1988) to address some
of the multi-attribute problems associated with the selection of artificial reef sites
and designs, conducted a feasibility study, and prepared recommendations and a
preliminary cost estimate. The systems approach provided a logical method of
analysis, defined and recorded the decision logic, ensured that alternatives were
adequately considered, and helped clarify communications with decision makers
and interested parties.

Potential reefssiteswere selected based on a hierarchical screening approach
that included practical considerations, substrate, oceanographic conditions, biologi
cal factors, and access by recreational fishermen. The latter concernwas in response
to secondary objectives associated with providing additional recreational fishing
opportunities. The recommended and alternate artificial reef areas are shown in
Figure 1. The area near Brown's Shoalwas selected as the mostsuitablesitegiven
the derived functional objectives and available sitephysical and biological data as
well as information on target speciesrequirements and preferences. A multiple at
tribute decision making method was used to evaluate potential reef areas accord
ingto criteria that wereweighted in accordance with past performance experience.
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Figure 1.Selected Artificial Reef Areas inDelaware Bay.
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The potential reef module designs that were screened and reviewed in detail
for this application were generally characterized as having proven long-term struc
tural integrity, were fabricated from non-leaching materials, were stable at the
proposed sites, created turbulent flow patterns, and possessed extensive "effective"
surface area and habitat complexify. "Effective"surface area, in this context, refers
to hard substrate exposed to adequate circulationto produce an abundant epifaunal
community (not interior surfaces or areas exposed to sand scour). All designs recom
mended by Aquabio were proven and tested, rather than developmental, reef
modules in order to ensure reliable functional performance, permit compliance,
and predictable life expectancy and cost.

The three reef modules initially recommended as suitable for the proposed
mitigation application in Delaware Bay are illustrated in Figures 2 to 4. These reef
modules were all originally designed and fully tested in Japan (Aquabio, 1982) and
adapted for American mitigation applications.

The module illustrated in Figure2 is fabricated fromfilament wound fiberglass
reinforced plastic (FRP), ballasted with reinforced concrete, and offers a flexible
design that was modified to suit the site conditions. This reef type was originally in
troduced in the U.S. by Aquabio in 1980 (Aquabio, 1981), was field tested at three
sites off Florida (Aquabiq, 1982), and was modified for estuarine applications
(Aquabio, 1984). This is a fully operational design with more than 10,000 units
deployed worldwide, and has an excellent performance history and proven
reliability.

The second module, illustrated in Figure3, is fabricated from composite plas
tic components that are anchored on a reinforced concrete base. This module is
also flexible in design, has considerable "effective"surface area, and a broad bear
ingsurface.The third moduleshown in Figure4 is fabricated totally from reinforced
concrete sections. This module issomewhatmore massivebut has excellentstability
characteristics for low wave energy areas and provides complex shelter areas with
adequate "effective" surface area.

Each of these designs were judged suitable for potential application, given the
available information of site conditions and the combination of biological perfor
manceattributes agreed to by the interagency group established to guide the mitiga
tion effort. Implicit and explicit trade-offs were made in the selection process as a
result of the multiple and often conflicting objectives (habitat compensation and
recreational fishing) and attributes (effective surfacearea and stability). Finalselec
tion of the reef module type will reflect the results of further data acquisitionon the
sites, including substrate conditions and bottom current data, as well as cost.

Conclusions

Continueddevelopment and redevelopment pressure in ports and harbors will
require mitigation in order to compensate for habitat lossesand resolve fishery re
latedconflicts. Prefabricated designed reefs are potential toolsfor habitatcompen
sation and conflict resolution in port and harbor areas. Their design flexibility
permits them to be tailored to site- specific conditions and mitigation objectives,
and theirprefabricated designs permit cost-effective applications that can be phased
with development progress or mitigation banking requirements.

Theselection, configuration, and location of such structure issite-specific and
requires a concise statement of functional mitigationobjectives and constraints. The
selection of sitesand reefdesigns is a complex problem withproject-specific con-
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Figure 2. FRP ReefModule sketched in plane, side, and front views.
Dimensions: 7.1 (1) x 6.8 (w) x 2.0 (h) meters.
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Figure 3. Composite Shelter Reef sketched in plane, side, and front views.
Dimensions: 3.0 (1) x 3.0 (w) x 1.8 (h) meters.
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Figure 4. Terrace Reef sketched in plane, side, and front views.
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straints, site conditions, and target species, life stages, or communities. The reef
designer must consider all of the factors involved to select modules and a reef con
figuration consistentwith the mitigation objectives. Proven and tested rather than
developmental designs are recommended for major mitigation projects to provide
the reliability needed for these applications.

Prefabricated reefs are tools for mitigation andshould be used only when and
where appropriate. The availability of such tools should not be used to replace
sound environmental management practices. Reefs are best suited to applications
where openwater habitat islost orwhere reef functions canpartially substitute for
wetland or SAV habitat functionswhen these alternative are not available due to
site constraints.
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Introduction x , ., ...
Boston Harbor is currently being degraded by the wastewater from 43 cities

and towns served by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority MWRA. At
present the MWRA's two existing treatment plants at Nut Island and Deer Island
service 1.9 million people. During an average day of operation, MWRA's two ex
isting wastewater treatment plants discharge 450 million gallons of inadequately
treated sewage and 70 tons of digested sludge (MWRA, 1987). In order to remedy
this problem, a new wastewater treatment facility is being constructed on Deer is
land An essential component ofthis wastewater treatment facility is aneffluent out
fall system to convey treated wastewater to an ocean discharge location. Beginning
in 1995 the new treatment facilities will begin discharging effluent from the primary
treatment plant for five years until full secondary facilities come on line map
proximately 1999 (MWRA, 1987). The main focus of this paper is fate and effects
of the wastewater solids discharged into coastal waters under both primary and
secondary treatment and the use of these predictions in siting the effluent outfall.
The analysis presented in this paper was conducted for U.S. EPA region Iby Met-
calf &Eddy in Support of the Boston Harbor Wastewater conveyance system Sup
plemental EIS (U.S.EPA, 1988) ....

Under primary treatment approximately 60 percent of the solids will be
removed from thewastewater influent resulting in anaverage effluent load of l.lbU
grams solids/second. Under secondary treatment approximately 85 percent of the
solids will be removed resulting ina load of363grams solids/sec.

PP'nrt£ly several proposed outfall locations were screened^using pre-established
criteria resulting in 3alternative sites for detailed evaluation (US. EPA, 1988; r-igure
1) The predicted environmental impacts of both an interim primary and secondary
discharge at each of these sites were then assessed for both stratified and non-
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stratified water column conditions. The type of impacts assessed fall into twogeneral
categories: water qualify and sediment quality.

For water quality, predictions were made at each alternative outfall location for
concentrations of toxic compounds, nutrient enrichment and dissolved oxygen
deficits during both primary andsecondary treated discharges using hydrodynamic
and water quality models. Inordertoassess theextent of associated ecosystem im
pacts forthese parameters, predicted concentrations were compared to pre-estab
lished criteria or standards. Predicted concentrations of toxic compounds were
compared to US. EPAWater QualityCriteria to determine their acute and chronic
effects on aquatic life while nutrient enrichment wascompared to enrichment levels
resulting in changed or degraded conditions in several experimental ecological
studies. Dissolved oxygen deficits were compare to Massachusetts Water Quality
Standards(ofnot less than 6 mg/1 forclass SAwaters).

Sediment quality was evaluated by assessing sediment organic enrichment,
sediment toxics accumulation and the effects of sediments on water column dis
solved oxygen during sediment resuspension events. Toxics tend to build up inthe
sediments since theyare not broken down by organisms while organic carbon is
respired by organisms. Oxygen deficits result from resuspension of organic sedi
ments exerting a BOD inthewater column. These events occur during large storms
and in general are only a few hours in duration.

The first step in the assessment of sediment quality was to model sediment
deposition. The farfield modelling used in this assessment simulates the processes
taking place over large distances(km) and time scales (hours to weeks) after rapid
dilution of thewastewater inthenearfield or mixing zone. Thehydrodynamic model
TEA (Tidal embayment analysis) and its companion water quality transport model
ELA (Eulerian-Lagrangian Analysis) were used for farfield modeling of this study.
Detailed descriptions ofTEA and ELA aregiven inBaptista et al. (1984), Westerink
et al. (1985), Kossik et al. (1986). These two- dimensional (vertically-averaged)
finite element models account for thelocation, magnitude and configuration ofal-
ternatvee effluent discharges, as well as theeffects of spacial and temporal varia
tions in tidal and residual circulation, turbulent diffusion andconstituent decay and
sedimentation. These models permit detailed resolution of complex coastal
geometries as well as refined grid resolution in areas of special interest. These
models were applied to both stratified and non-stratified conditions in Mas
sachusetts Bay. Stratified conditions occur during summer and generally result in
theeffluent plume being trapped below the pycnocline. Only one layer was simu
lated during stratified conditions, assuming the plume was trapped in the lower
layer below the pycnocline.

Sediment deposition rates were determined for primary andsecondary treated
effluent discharges under both stratified and non-stratified average netdrift condi
tions. Thedeposition ofsolids iscontrolled bytheir fall velocity (w) and can be simu
lated as a first orderdecayofcoefficient K= w/H, where H which will be distributed
approximately evenly over the water depth due to ambient turbulence.

The fall velocity is a function of the particle size, ambient turbulence and
suspended solids concentration. For this analysis, three fall velocities were used:
0.1,0.01 and 0.001 cm/sec. Itwasassumed that solids with lowerfall velocities ef
fectively do not settle (Table 1). Figures 2 and 3 show anexample ofpredicted sedi
ment deposition rates at alternative outfall Site 4 during non-stratified and stratified
conditions respectively.
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m
Figure 1. Alternative Outfall Diffuser Locations

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF SOLIDS FALL VELOCITIES

Fall Velocity
(cm/sec)

0.1
0.01

0.001
does not settle

Primary
Treatment

5%
20%
35%

40%

Secondary
Treatment

0%
16%
34%
50%
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Sediment Organic Enrichment

Historically, organic enrichment from wastewater discharges has been ob
served to havethe greatest impact on benthic communities (Swartz et al., 1986;
Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978; Meams andWord, 1982; Pearson, 1982; Bascom
et al., 1978; Poore and Kudenov, 1978; Oviatt et al., 1987; Maughan, 1986).
Several studies have found macrobenthlc infaunal communities to respond in a
consistent pattern to changes in the level ofsediment organic enrichment (Pearson
and Rosenberg, 1978; Bascom etal., 1978). Ingeneral, benthic communities in the
immediate vicinity of a sourceof major organic enrichment contain eitherno mac-
rofauna orare dominated by only a few pollution-tolerant opportunistic species that
occur in high numbers. These types ofcommunities areconsidered tobedegraded.
With increased distance from the source of enrichment this degraded community
is replaced by a community with higher species richness and biomass that gradual
lychanges to a community characteristic of unpolluted environment. These com
munities with higher species richness and biomass areconsidered to be changed
communities (Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978; Swartz, 1986).

In order toassess impacts orchanges in community structure due toorganic
enrichment from thefuture MWRA discharge, rates oforganic sediment enrichment
have been predicted atthe alternative outfall locations. These rates were predicted
from the modeled sediment deposition rates presented previously assuming organic
carbon comprises 40percent ofthe effluent particulates (Metcalf &Eddy, 1979).
These modeled rates were thencompared to reported field studies in theNew York
bight (O'Conner et al., 1983; Gunnerson et al., 1982) and Southern California
(Herring and Abati, 1979; Meams and Word, 1982) as well asmesocosm experi
ments (Maughan, 1986). Deposition rates causing nobenthic change have been
estimated between 0 and0.13g C/m2/day while areas ofdegraded benthos have
organic deposition rates 1.5 gC/m2/day toapproximately 5.0g C/m2/day. For this
analysis it was assumed that deposition of1.5 gC/m2/day would cause degraded
benthic conditions while deposition below 0.1 gC/m2/day would cause no change
in community structure. Rates between these two values are assumed to cause
changed conditions.

In order to compare alternative outfall sites, the areal extent of predicted
degraded benthic communities and changed benthic communities were deter
mined for each site under both stratified and non-stratified conditions. Figure 4
shows the extent of degraded and changed benthic communities understratified
conditions with primary treatment. The extent of the impacts decreases with in
creasing distance from shore due to the increased dilution. Figure 5 show the af
fected areas for all sites under stratified conditions with secondary treatment. No
degraded conditions are expected with secondary treatment and again, the area
affected decreases with increasing distance from shore.

Sediment Toxics Accumulation

The nest parameter evaluated in the impact prediction ofanoutfall siting was
theaccumulation oftoxic compounds in the sediments. Toxic substances associated
with effluent particulates can accumulate in bottom sediments and have adverse
affects on theassociated biota. Very little quantitative information isavailable on
concentrations of toxics in the sediments and their associated effects on the ben
thos and higher trophic levels. There are also no established criteria to evaluate
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Figure 2. Sediment Deposition Rates (G/M2/Day) for Primary Discharge at Site 4
Non-stratified Conditions

Figure 3. Sediment Deposition Rates (G/Mz/Day) for Primary Discharge at Site 4
Stratified Conditions
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sediment acute and chronic toxicity. Even at a given concentration, toxicity of a
given constituent may vary between sediment types due to differences in the
bioavailability of the constituent (Windom et al., 1982). Realizing these limitations,
an attempt was made to predict and quantify impacts associated with toxics ac
cumulation in the sediments in order to compare relativeimpacts among sites.

First, a modelwas developedto predictconcentrations of various compounds
in the sediments (Fig 6). Three sources of toxics were considered in this model:

1) deposition of chemicals associated witheffluent particles
2) deposition of chemicals associated with background suspended solids set

tlingassuminga backgroundSS deposition rate of 0.5 mm/yand
3) mixing of deposited chemicals with existing bottom sediments through

bioturbation

Simulation of toxics accumulation were done at each site for non- stratified
conditions forprimary and secondary treatment forperiods of 6 months1 yearand
5 years. In addition, predictionsof sediment concentrations were made for each 6
month case.

The nextstep in the process was to comparethese predicted concentrationto
values found in literature to haveadverse affects to marine organisms. Studiesused
in these comparisons includeSwartz et al., 1986; Perez et al., 1983; Reed et al.,
1984; Peddicord, 1980; Rubensteinet al., 1984; Calabrese et al., 1982 and Oviatt
et al., 1987. Literature information was not readily available for all compounds
present on the particulates. The areal extent of potential toxics effects was then
determined for all constituents whose maximum predicted concentration was
greater than known adverse affects levies.

Table 2 shows the areal extent of adverse impacts of twocompounds whose
predicted concentrations were shown to have adverse affects in literature. No ad
verse affects are predicted to occur during secondary treatment; while under
primary treatment, the extentof the impact decreases with increasing distance from
shore and increases over time. It should be noted that the model of sediments for
secondary effluent took intoaccountthe elevated levels of toxics resulting from 5
years of interim primary effluent discharge. The Secondary treated particulates
serve to dilute the sediments.
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Figure4. Areas of Predicted Changed andDegradedBenthic Communities due to
Organic Enrichment Under Stratified Conditions with Primary Treatment for all
Sites
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Figure 5. Areas ofPredicted Changed and Degraded Benthic Communities dueto
Organic Enrichment Under Stratified Conditions with Secondary Treatment for all
Sites
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Compound

TABLE 2. AREAL EXTENT (KM2)
OF PREDICTED SEDIMENT TOXICITY

Primary Treatment Secondary Treatment
Site 2 Site 4 Site 5 Site 2 Site 4 Site 5

Bis(ethle-hexyl) Phthalate
6 months stratified 0 0 0 0
5 years non-stratified 2.8 2.4 1.6 0

DDT

6 months stratified 0 0 0 0
5 years non-stratified 1.4 0.9 0 0

Dissolved Oxygen (DO) Deficits
Dissolved oxygen deficits were also evaluated in thisanalysis. DO deficits were

modelled for both stratified and non-stratified conditions under average net drift
and no net driftconditionsusing the dissolved BOD. Several resuspensionevents
were also modelledby adding the BODof resuspended deposited sediments to the
daily input of dissolved BOD.

Thegreatest DOdeficit or smallest resultant DOoccur oncea year during the
fall stratified conditions. This event was modeled using the following combinations
of events:

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

Noresuspension eventduring 90 daysinthesummer ended by a 10 day
period of no net drift, followed by a theoretical early fall storm.

Table 3 shows minimum water column DO concentrations under various con
dition.

TABLE 3. MINIMUM WATER COLUMN DO CONCENTRATIONS
DURING RESUSPENSION EVENT (mg/1)

Treatment Stratification Net Drift Site 2 Site 4 Site 5
Primary Unstratified* Average 6.5 6.7 7.2

Worst 6.5 6.5 6.8
Stratified* Average 2.3 5.3 6.8

Worst 2.2 5.0 6.2
Fall** 5.0 5.4 5.7

Secondary Unstratified* Average 7.3 7.5 7.8
Worst 7.4 7.4 7.6

Stratified* Average 5.9 7.1 7.7
Worst 5.9 7.0 7.4

Fall** 6.2 6.3 6.4

•Equal to ambient DO (8 mg/1) minus maximum farfield DO deficit minus
resuspension oxygen demand

**Equal to ambient DO (6.5mg/1) minus resuspension oxygen demand
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The results showthat the Massachusetts water quality standard of 6 mg/1 DO
would not be violated at any siteforsecondary discharge except forsite2 by 0.1
mg/1. Forprimary discharge, the standard would be violated during resuspension
events for both stratified and non stratified conditions. Atsite 4, the standard would
be violated during resuspension events occurring while the water column is
stratified. Theviolations during resuspension events would be over a depth of ap
proximately10 meters form the bottom. During fall DO drops to 5.7 at site 5.

Summary

Assessment of the effectsof the discharge of waste water solids on sediment
quality and associated ecosystem effects wasbased on analysis of impacts related
to organic enrichment, sediment toxicity and DOdeficits associated withresuspen
sion events.

Based on this evaluation, site2 isnot a preferred discharge sitedue to poten
tial long term impacts associated with

• the extentof the predicted changed benthiccommunity associated
with organic enrichment,

• the extent of potential sediment toxicity and associated ecological
effects and the

• degree of frequent occurrence of DO violations

Sites4 and 5 show little difference under long-term secondary treatmentand
both are acceptable site for a secondary treated wastewater discharge. In addition
the interim discharge of primary effluent thepredicted impacts forsites 4 and 5 are
similar and not predicted to be severe or irreversible.
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HARBOR USES, WATER QUALITY AND
USE ATTAINABILITY

by Nancy U. Schultz, P.E.
and Thomas V. Dupuis, P.E.
CH2MHILL,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Introduction

Many harbors in the United States fail to meet water quality standards man
dated under the Federal Clean Water Act. Reasons for this are numerous. One con
tributing factor, that the standards applied are often inappropriate for harbor
conditions, is investigated in this paper. Many harbors are required not only to
provide for the diverse needs of navigation but also to meet the water quality re
quirements for secondary contact recreation (boating), the maintenance and
propagation of aquatic life (fishing) and primary contact recreation (swimming).
Two very different harbors, the relatively small Inland Port of Green Bay, Wiscon
sin and the extremelybusy Boston Harbor, Massachusetts, are cited as case studies.

Water Quality Standards Development

The passage of the FederalWater Pollution ControlAct (FWPCA) by the US
Congress in 1972 and its subsequent amendments (which changed the name to
the Clean Water Act (CWA)) established new water quality goals and programs.
The CWA defined the national goals to be elimination of all pollutant discharges
and restoration of all waters to "fishable and swimmable" condition. "Fishable" was
defined in the CWA to be the protection and propogation of a balanced popula
tion of fish, shellfish, and wildlifewhile "swimmable" was defined to include recrea
tional activities in and on the water.

The CWAand its implementing guidance (United StatesEnvironmental Protec
tion Agency (USEPA), 1983) dictate how water quality standards are set for all
water bodies. Although state water quality agenciesare responsiblefor actuallyset
ting the standards, all states must comply with the overall process dictated by
USEPA

The water quality standards are composed of two parts:
1. The designated uses for the water body in question
2. The water quality criteria required to support those uses.
Commonly, states define the "designatedbeneficial use" to be applied to each

water body. These uses are eithercurrently beingachieved (actualuses), or could
be expected to be achieved (potential uses) if the water quality were upgraded.
Typical beneficial uses frequently designated forwater bodies include:

• Drinking water supply
• Primaryrecreation (swimming, full body contact)
• Secondary recreation (boating,partial body contact)
• Aquatic life protection
Aquatic life protection uses are further subdivided depending on the nature

and location of the water body, for example:
• Warm water fishery
• Cold water fishery
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• Seasonalcold waterfishery
• Shellfish, without depuration (le., holding in clean water to flush con

taminants prior to human consumption)
• Shellfish, withdepuration
The water quality criteria required to support each use are normally based on

scientific studies of the water quality characteristics necessary to support the use.
Criteria normally cover physical characteristics (allowable temperature range, max
imum suspended solids concentrations) andchemical characteristics (minimum dis
solved oxygen (DO) concentrations, allowable pH range). Many standards also
include "narrative" criteria for unquantified characteristics which affect water uses,
e.g., no substances may be present which impair aesthetic enjoyment of the
resource, or no toxic substance may be present intoxic amounts. Recently, states
are being required to translate narrative criteria fortoxics intonumeric criteria.

The primary purpose of the water quality standards is toprotect existing and
potential water uses. National (or state) Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permits are issued to known "point" sources of contaminants to prevent
pollutant discharges which would cause violations ofthecriteria and hence threaten
water uses.

Section 305(b) of the CWA requires the USEPA to report to Congress every
other year on the progress achieved in moving towards the goals ofthe Act. Typi
cally, this assessment ismade by determining whether or not the criteria are met
Review ofwhether ornot the uses are being met is rare. In some cases, the exist
ence of fish consumption advisories, evidence ofwidespread fish disease, closed
shellfish areas and periodically or permanently closed beaches are considered.

Use Attainability

By inference, many assume that if known pollution sources are controlled, the
water quality criteria will be metand thedesignated useswill be achieved.

In fact, there are many impediments toachieving designated water uses and
water quality crHeria beyond those addressed in the NPDES permits. Sources of
materials which affect water quality and are beyond the control ofthe existing point
source permit system include:

• Culturally caused non-point sources such asagricultural runoff and illicit dis
charges of sewage from boats in marinas

• Natural non-point sources, such as the organic runoff from a forested area,
acidic organicinputsfrom wetlands, or animal wastes

• In-place pollutants, such as heavy metals ororganic compounds found in
thesediments below quiescent waters, but which can be released back into
the water column under certain conditions ortaken up into the food chain
by fish and other aquaticlife.

In addition, a number of physical and other factors unrelated to water quality
standards may adversely affect the ability ofa water body toachieve its desiqnated
use:

• Lack ofcover (overhanging banks, rooted aquatic vegetation) may render
a water body unsuitable for fish subject topredation. This is particularly criti
cal to young fish.

• Depth of water may be too shallow or too deep for some species of aquatic
life. Similarly, depth characteristics may make a particular water body un
suitable for swimming (a navigation channel frequently drops off too quick-
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ly for safe swimming, not tomention boat hazards). Obviously, water bodies
may be too shallow for mostforms of boating.

• River flows or harborcurrents maybe too strongor too sluggish for sensi
tive lifestages of many fishspecies.

• Desirable uses may be competing and incompatible, e.g., commerical or
recreational boating may disturb shoreline habitatand discourage aquatic
life or waterfowl.

• Thebottomsubstrate material mayalsobe unsuitable foraquatic life; this is
especially relevant in certain areas of harbors where dredging and other
modifications have irrevocably modified the bottomcharacteristics.

• Overfishing may adversely affect thefishery and confound attempts to as
sess factorsresponsible for declines in this resource

• Insufficient waterclarity, sometimes the result of natural causes, may restrict
recreational uses such as swimming

• Chemical constituents beyond those toxic or harmful, e.g„ nutrients, rela
tive proportions ofchemicals, etc., may limit suitability

• Cultural influences, such as restricted access to theshoreforrecreation and
disturbance ofcompeting uses, may limit aesthetic enjoyment and boating

Water quality criteria, therefore, address only some ofthe factors necessary to
protect the designated uses. The attainment of designated uses cannot be achieved
inall cases through the application ofthe conventional standards-to-permit process.

USEPA through use attainability analysis, allows full consideration ofthese is
sues when establishing designated uses and water quality criteria. The CWA re
quires states to review (and revise when applicable) their water quality standards
atleast every three years. During these triennial standards reviews, use attainability
analyses can be effectively used to ensure that designated uses do, in fact, reflect
actual or potential uses.

Use attainability analyses, however, are notfrequently performed. They often
require technical and economic resources most state regulatory agencies can ill af
ford. Furthermore, many state officals and citizens groups associate use attainability
with the politically unpalatable concept of relaxing standards. Consequently, the
states often mandate uses and water quality criteria which may not be achievable
due to factors unrelated to water quality.

Case Studies

The following provides two brief case studies ofharbor water quality standards
and use attainability considerations. For the first case study, Green Bay, Wiscon
sin, the water quality standards have been the subject of controversy for a number
of years and several public and private agencies have reviewed the use attainability
issues. The second case study, Boston Harbor, has only recently become thefocus
of public attention. Use attainability considerations cited here for Boston Harbor
are consequently speculative - further study and understanding ofthe harbor will
be required before its "use attainability" can befully defined.

Green Bay

Green Bay lies at the mouth of the Fox River on the west central shore of Lake
Michigan. The Port of Green Bay includes several commercial docks servicing
ocean-going vessels which enter the Lakes through the St Lawrence Seaway. The
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1.7million short tons ofcargo which passed through theharbor in1987 represents
an economic valueof $56 million, Including sales, income and taxes (Port of Green
Bay, 1988). The harbor area is also avery popular recreational boating area.

TheWisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) has designated the
beneficial uses of harbor waters to be primary andsecondary recreation, and fish
and aquatic life protection and propogation. Until recently, the WDNR had
provided a variance for theharbor from thegeneral dissolved oxygen (DO) stand
ard of 5 mg/1. The variance wasallowed in recognition of natural or irretrievable
man-induced phenomena which preventedconsistent attainmentof the standard.
It allowed DO levels to be as low as2 mg/1. This variance was removed by the
WDNR in 1986.

Limitations on the designated uses of the general harbor area include the in
ability to provide aself-sustaining fishery for walleye (they are currently stocked by
the WDNR) and fish consumption advisories due to fish tissue concentrations of
PCB. Recreational impairment includes water transparency limitations which
restrict swimming atcertain locations and beach closings caused by high bacteria
counts. Water quality criteria violations have included low DO, high ammonia, and
high bacteria concentrations in specific locations.

Two separate water quality standards reviews were performed in 1985 for the
lower Fox River and inner Green Bay in relation tothe proposal toremove theDO
variance. One of these was performed byCH2M HILL (CH2M HILL, 1985). This
study concluded that the factors which are ofdominant influence with respect to
the fishery potential of the harbor area include:

• Lack of suitable habitat for desirable species of fish is the principle cause of
fishery impairment. Habitat is limited primarily because ofnavigation related
dredging and shoreline modifications, especially along the 4-mile shipping
channel

• Low DOconcentrations areattributable moreto natural conditions than the
wastewater dischargers in this stretch of the river. Seiches in Lake Michigan
bring in oxygen-deficient hypolimnetic waters from thebaytotheriver, and
algal respiration and decay further deplete oxygen resources. Furthermore,
the DO violations which do occur do not have an adverse effect onthe fishery
because warm-water species are tolerant of short-term DOdeclines below 5
mg/1 and these declines do not oftenoccurat timeswhen the most sensitive
early life stages of the fish are using the harbor area.

The second standards review was performed bythe WDNR (WDNR, 1985).
This analysis concluded that increased wastewater treatment since passage ofthe
CWA had dramatically improved water quality conditions in theharbor with acon
current improvement inaquatic life, including the fishery. They concluded that the
5 mg/1 DO standard is generally met (acknowledging the occaisional naturally-
caused violations) and is necessary to protect the fishery improvements, including
the success ofthe walleye restoration program. This would also be applicable to the
4-mile shipping channel because thedeep water provides cover and serves as a
passageway for fish migration. The WDNR recommended that additional was
tewater treatment be required to ensure thatthe 5 mg/1 standard isneverviolated
due to causes other than those ofnatural origin. During the critical periods oflow
flow and high water temperature, wastewater dischargers are required to reduce
oxygen-demanding loads 60 percent below those required with the 2 mg/1 stand
ard. The financial impact on the five industrial and three municipal dischargers to
the harbor area is substantial. Capital costs for improvements to the largest
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municipal treatment plant (which had been previously upgraded in1975) are like
lyto exceed $120million. Treatment plant improvements will alsoinclude ammonia
removal to protect the aquatic lifeuse designation.

Boston

Boston Harborisone ofthebusiest and largest harbors on the eastern seaboard.
Itis also generally considered tobeamong the most polluted harbors in the U.S.,
reflecting decades ofactivities in and around the harbor. Like most harbors, itis the
downstream terminus, or sink, for pollutants generated intheupstream watershed.

Designated uses for the harbor include:
• Marine fishery
• Secondary contact recreation
• Shellfishlng, with and without depuration (not including the Inner Harbor)
• Primary recreation (not including theInner Harbor)
These designations recognize lower quality uses for the main shipping area (the

Inner Harbor) buttheexisting water quality criteria do not consistently reflect these
conditions. The DOstandard forthe InnerHarbor isthe sameas that for other es
tuarine areas in the harbor. Recreation related bacteriastandards are less restric
tive for the Inner Harbor. Nevertheless, both DO and bacteria violations are
commonplace in the Inner Harbor. Excursions from standards and related use im
pairment inother harbor areas arealso widespread:

• Fishery impairment - fish consumption advisories exist for lobster and
flounder, about half ofthe designated shellfish area is closed duetobacterial
contamination; widespread fish disease hasbeendocumented

• Recreation - Beaches are frequently closed due to bacterial contamination
and there issubstantial aesthetic impairment duefloating debris, scum and
other sewage related material

There arealso use impairments unrelated to water quality conditions. These
include limited fishery habitat intheInner Harbor area duetodredging and other
navigation related activities, and barriers to anadromous fish migration (dams on
the major rivers feeding into the harbor). Recreational use is restricted in many areas
of the harbor due to limited publicaccess facilities.

Summary and Conclusions

The preceding case studies illustrate the implementation ofcostly measures to
further reduce pollutant loadings to harbor areas that might beunsuccessful in their
intended objective of restoring beneficial uses. In evaluating proposed water quality
control measures, the authors recommend full realization that:

1. Water quality standards are Intended to protect the designated uses of
surface waters.
2. Factors beyond water quality often prevent achieving thedesignated
uses, especially in major harbors where physical modifications have
reduced aquatic life habitat (eg., dredged shipping channels).
3. Water quality related use impairment is often not controllable through
trie normal standards-to-permit process. In-place polluted sediments
restrict habitat and introduce contaminants into the food chain, thereby
contributing to fish consumption advisories. Nonpoint sources of pol-
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lutants, such as agriculturaland silvicultural activitiesand urban stormwater
runoff,also contribute harmfulpollutants.
4. More applicable standards and criteria can be developed through use
of USEPA regulations which provide for useattainability analyses, use of
sitespecific and/or seasonalcriteria, variances and sub-categories of use.
Examples of improved use designations and criteria for major harbors in
clude:

• Navigation use fordockareas and/or shipping channels
• Differentiation of spawning and migration areasfrom adult feeding areas
• Definition ofseasonal criteria to protect critical spawning and migration uses

butnotproviding year-round protection ifitisnotnecessary forthe fishery
resource.
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NEW ENGLAND PORT GEOGRAPHY: AN UPDATE
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1. Introduction

The genesis of this research emanates from an earlier study which has
demonstrated the validity of shift-share analysis toward aiding the port geog
rapher/planner in decision making (Marti, 1982). A major conclusion of the pre
vious workwas that "each port's situation must be studied in coordination withthe
relative situation at competing ports."

This present study logically draws upon and extends that preceding effort. It
focuses once again on the same region and its ports—New England. The initial
study year for both papers is 1968, butthe terminal year in this paper isadvanced
seven years and includes data for the most recent year available, 1985. Data
reviewed and analyzed herewere obtained from the records of theU.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (U.S. Department ofthe Army, 1968 and 1985). The data consist of
all foreign and domestic waterborne commerce handled at respective ports by four-
digit commodity codes.

The paper's purpose is threefold:
1. to provide a generalized narrative of the various aspects of port com
petition;
2. to review, through use of descriptive techniques, the status of the New
England port system; and
3. to measure interport competition amongNew England's ports by means
of a shift-share analysis.

2. Port competition

The principal function ofmost ports is to facilitate the transfer of cargo from
ship to shore and vice versa. Ports, by their very nature, must compete with one
another for cargo and associated revenues. However, technological change ex
perienced during the latter half of the twentieth century has greatly increased the
levels of capital required by ports to enablethem to provide an efficient and effec
tive service.

The two divisions of port-related capital investment are:
1. port infrastructure—construction that allows vessels to berth at the
land/water interface; and
2. port superstructure—facilities or equipment to move cargo between the
ship and the land.
Revenue earned by the port from marineoperations include dockage fees for

using port infrastructure, and wharfage charges for using port superstructure. The
problem presented by intensified port competition is that port revenues are direct
ly related toport throughput, and there is only a finite amount ofcargo that moves
through regional commerce over a discrete time period. Thus, competition creates
ports that are winners and others that are losers in a "zero sum game." If a port's
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marine revenues are not sufficient to cover expansion or developmental costs, then
either non-maritime economic activity revenues or other sources of funding must
be soughtto beginand complete necessary projects. Typically, public portswithout
the ability to generate enough revenues from port-related activities requestsub
sidies or othermeanssuchas general obligation or revenuebonding to finance im
provement

Ports have traditionally marketed both shippers and carriers to induce in
creased levels of business. This previous practice was driven by a "which comes
first" attitude, similar to "thechicken and theegg" argument thatportsneither can
attract vesselswithout cargo nor attract cargo without vessels. However, advances
in information gathering, especially regarding competitor volumedata and carrier
loadings statistics, have promoted changewith a greateremphasison the market
ing of port services to carriers.

3. General description of New England ports

Despite the adverse impactsof several location and economic factors which
have impeded growth and created decline, New England's ports havesurvived, al
though theyare not anywhere as vital as they havebeen inthe past. Reasons for
decline include:

1. the geographic location of the region's ports sandwiched between the
more active facilities of the Port of NewYork-New Jersey to the south and
Canadian Maritimes' facilities at Halifax and St. John to the north;
2. thediversion ofcargo from natural hinterlands or tributary areasby non-
regional competitors;
3. the attraction of Midwestern cargoes, which formally flowed through
NewEngland,by such ports as Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Montreal;
4. the relative decline of U.S.-European international trade incomparison
to the spectacular growth in U.S.-Far Eastern trade; and
5. theadoption and the heavy useof intermodalism and landbridge, which
favors large ports at the expense of smalland Intermediate-sized facilities.
Additionally, the close proximity of New England ports to each other further

heightens interport competition for limited amounts of cargo.
Figure 1 isa graphical presentation of New England's port status in 1968 and

1985. The broad categories in thevisual might provide an impression ofstability
or slight decline, buta closer inspection ofthedata reveals an absolute region-wide
loss ofnearly 30 million tons, from 77,568,994 to47,702,754. Almost 60 percent
ofthatloss isattributable to a decrease inPortland's imports. Itshould alsobe noted
that receipts/shipment (domestic movements) comprise a significant proportion of
most port's total traffic; and in all but one case, that of Searsport, domestic cargo
throughput was much lower in 1985.

Table 1 reveals theimport-export ratios for theeight ports inthestudy region.
Inbothyears, most portratios were integers exceeding one, indicating (based on
measures of tonnage) a bias of inbound foreign cargoes. Furthermore, this ratio
grew smaller over time for fourports,and was affected by eithera largedecline in
importsor, in some cases, a moderate increase in exports. Growth of the index in
1985forseveral ports wascaused bya larger relative decline inimports visa vis ex
ports.

Toillustrate the importance ofthenature ofcargo and its unique relationship
with specific port superstructure requirements at individual facilities, export and im-
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port commodities were aggregated into three majorcargo categories— dry bulk,
liquid bulk,and generalcargo.Although specific commodities can be classified easi
ly into the first two groups, assignment to the two subgroups of general cargo—
break-bulk and unitized—is at best speculative. Realizing that handling
characteristics and portsuperstructure requirements varyforgeneral cargo,the only
alternative that was deemed reasonable was to include all non-traditional bulk
items, Including neo- bulk, into the general cargo classification. A comparison of
each port's cargo type forboth studyyearscan be seen in Figure 2. Cargotypes,
expressed on a percentage share basisat individual ports, show that liquid bulk
commoditiesdominated importsat most New England ports. The only exceptions
noted were the influences of general cargoat Bridgeport and New London in the
terminal study year. Amixeddegree of importance of liquid bulkcan also be inter
preted, with liquid bulk increasing In importance at some ports, while decreasing
at others. The export segment percentage share analysis indicates that either dry
bulkor general cargo were the major cargoes exported from individual ports. Two
striking trends are evident—the minimal contribution of liquid bulk, and thegeneral
ly increasing reliance on dry bulk for exports.

A final manner of descriptivelyanalyzing port throughput statistics in a com
parative wayrelies on the index ofspecialization. This index isderived by comput
ingthe percentage shareofeachcommodity at eachport, thensumming thesquares
ofeachpercentage, finding thesquare root ofthesum, and multiplying by 100. As
the indexof specialization for a port approaches 100, it indicates concentrationor
heavy dependence on a few commodities. The further away theindex is from 100,
the morediversified a port is, since itishandling many different commodities. Table
2 records the indexof specialization forNew England's international trade. On the
import side, most facilities were highly specialized, although the general trend is
toward diversification over time. Forexports, somefacilities experienced concentra
tionwhile others experienced diversification. Yet theoverall trend wasmuch more
stable than for imports.

4. Shift-share analysis of New England Ports

Sinceshift-share analysis cannotexplain whya certain phenomenon hasgrown
or declined or why locational shifts have taken place, itisa purely descriptive tech
nique. Nevertheless, this technique offers valuable insight toward explanation of
regional change.

Thetechnique, when applied toporttraffic data,apportions change (either loss
orgain) into three respective components. The first component, the regional share,
assumes that the relative amount of total commerce handled at respective ports
remains constant throughout time. Thus, ifan Individual facility handled 20 per
cent ofthe region's cargo intheinitial study year, itthen handled 20 percent ofthe
region's cargo in the terminal year. The second component, the proportionality
shift, displays traffic fluctuations based on varying rates ofgrowth for specific com
modities. If the total trade package of a port is increasing at a faster rate than the
regional average, positive tonnage figures result; however, if the opposite is
prevalent, negative tonnage figures result. Ineffect, theproportionality shift reflects
the impact of fast- and slow- growing regional cargoes. The last component, the
differential shift, measures cargo captured from otherregional facilities. Thesumof
thedifferential shifts forall ports equals zero; thus, each port's gainisbalanced out
by other ports' losses.
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Table 3 revealsthe raw data and the results of the shift-shareanalysis for im
ports at New England's ports. All ports experienced negative regionalshares, since
the region's total cargo was declining. However, a different picture was found by
examining the proportionality shift. With the exception of Portland, all ports were
found to have positiveshifts, indicatingthat they were handling predominantly fast-
growingor glamorous cargoes. The differential shiftshows cargo capture at all ports
except Bridgeport, New London, and Searsport.

Table 4 contains the data and results of the shift-share analysis for New
England'sexports. Since regional exports grew, all ports earned positive regional
shares; however, the magnitude of gain was not as large as the losses attributed to
imports. The proportionality shift componentvaried from port to port, with three
ports, Bridgeport, New Haven, and Providence, handling relatively fast-growing
cargoes and the remaining ports either handling no exports, or specializingin slow-
growing cargoes. Negative differentialshifts,or cargo losses to other ports, were ex
hibited by Bridgeport and Searsport

5. Conclusions

This paper has introduced several important aspects increasing competition
among ports and some of its implicationson port development and expansion. An
overviewof NewEngland port competition, utilizing descriptive analyses, has high
lighted that although New England's ports are declining in relative importance, ex
ports are growing moderately. The shift-share analysis for imports and exports
provides further insights, since it divides gain or loss into specific components.
Decline in import cargoes has resulted mainlydue to reductions in petroleum im
ports, the region's major cargo. This decline has been so severe that most other
commodities are growingat a faster rate than the average of allcargoes combined.
Cargo capture at some ports is at the expense of lossesat others. Althoughadvan
ces in export tonnages are moderate, the identified trend is toward growth. A similar
situation appears as that for imports, with some facilities handling fast-growing car
goes while others do not, and cargo capture occurs at all but two ports.

Table 1. New England ports' import-export ratios.

Port Year Year

Boston

Bridgeport
Fall River
New Haven
New London
Portland

Providence
Searsport

Note: an asterisk indicatesthat the particularport did not report exports in
the respective year.

1968 1985

11.55 9.05
* *

13.50 8.99
* 710.71

18,490.08 213.30
9.01 5.65
19.80 27.58
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Table 2. New England's international trade indices of specialization, 1968 and
1985.

Port

Boston

Bridgeport
Fall River

New Haven

New London

Portland
Providence

Searsport

1968
Imports

1985
Exports

1968 1985

77.71 47.61 82.37 89.43

69.70 69.98 100.00 60.39
62.37 60.68 0.00 0.00

79.82 43.81 99.35 97.71

83.45 53.41 0.00 100.00

94.87 73.82 71.80 71.14

89.44 46.04 98.56 100.00

69.82 80.66 63.64 96.47

Table 3. New England's maritime imports, 1968-1985.

Total Total Regional Proportionality Differential Total

Port 1968 1985 Share Shift Shift Shift

Boston 8495110 6851540 •4803296 2665553 494173 3159726

Bridgeport 1136943 573461 -642849 499384 -420017 79367

Fall River 349240 354098 -197467 170158 32167 202325

New Haven 2796162 2260913 -1581003 1011464 34290 1045754

New London 662587 224585 -374639 175077 -238440 -63363

Portland 22668841 4702739 -12817390 -5475159 326447 -5148712

Providence 1770236 1358311 -1000925 506122 82878 589000

Searsport 825721 494746 •466878 447401 -311498 135903

Total 38704840 16820393 -21884447 0 0 0

Table 4. New England's maritime exports, 1968-1985.

Total Total Regional Proportionality Differential Total

Port 1968 1985 Share Shift Shift Shift

Boston 735388 757165 27145 -14042 8674 -5368

Bridgeport 62521 705 2308 4884 -69880 -64124

Fall Rh/cr 0 0 0 0 0 0

New Haven 207075 251497 7644 15322 21456 36778

New London 0 316 0 0 316 316

Portland 1226 22048 45 -1075 21852 20777

Providence 196588 240765 7256 13085 23836 36921

Searsport 41697 17936 1539 -18174 -7216 -25300

Total 1244495 1290432 45937
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Figure 1. New England's port status, 1968 and 1985.
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Consensus Planning for Massachusetts Harbors

Barbara Ingrum
HarborPlanningCoordinator
Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management
100 Cambridge St.
Boston, MA 02202
(617) 727-9530

Communities in Massachusetts have long requested state assistance for han
dling problems inports and harbors. Local officials claim that thedemand for har
bor waters and waterfront property hasexceeded local management and planning
capacity. Multiple juisdictions in harbor areas make harbor planning particularly
complex. The Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management (MCZM) Office provides
technicaland financial assistanceto any coastal municipality examining the future
needs and opportunities of their harbors. The Harbor Planning Program en
courages communities to comprehensively plan harbor areas using a consensus
building model for local involvement.

MCZM staff developed the Harbor Planning Program over a period of two
years. With extensive assistance from local planners, harbor users, other coastal
states, andthe interested public, staff constructed a program designed to meet the
needs of Massachusetts' harbor userswhile meeting state and federal standards for
waterfront development and harbor management.

The Special Nature of Harbors and Planning

Harbors are a unique natural and man-made resource. They are usually lo
cated in the center of an urban area. Dense, urban development places pressure
on natural resources that may become depleted or destroyed. Also, thegreatvariety
of users found in harbor areas compete for these limited resources. Commercial,
recreational, industrial and housing developments canall be found inmany Mas
sachusetts harbors. Finally, many authorities have jurisdiction inharbor areas and
may have competing oreven conflicting regulations and policies. All ofthese fac
tors combine to produce a challenging planning situation.

Given thecomplexity and difficult nature ofmanaging harbors, how cancom
prehensive planning help? Comprehensive planning is the process of creating a
directionfor land and water usesof the harbor simultaneously. The process of plan
ning should identify possible futures ofthe harbor area aswell as solutions to specific
problems. Planning which uses a consensus building model provides the local of
ficials and harbor users theopportunity tobetter understand each other's interests.
People can potentially close gaps ofdisagreement that may have been in place for
years. Awell-developed plan will lead to action and settlement ofmany issues. The
plan should discuss how tobring the appropriate resources to bear to accomplish
specific goals. Lastly, a successful plan will provide a structure for following through
on decisions made.

Key Components to Comprehensive Harbor Planning

Comprehensive planning inharbors requires that communities examine the is
sues on the waterfront as well as those in the waters of the harbor. The harbor-
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master must be willingto discuss his/her plans for the future of the harbor with the
planning board which will be decidingthe types of developmentwhich will be al
lowed on the waterfront. Instead of piecemeal decisions being made as proposals
come forward, all those directlyinvolvedwith the harbor area design, in advance,
the future harbor they want to see. Instead of these individuals makingseparate
plans, theyworktogether coordinated by someone trained in planning and group
process.

MCZM recommends the use of an "openplanning" or consensus planning
process. In open planning, the peopledirectly involved with the harbor participate
in plannningthroughout the process. Representatives of all interest groups meet
together to design theplanand make decisions at many junctures. This"coregroup"
decides the goals of the harbor, the technical information needed and the problems
to be analyzed. Theyreview analyses of the existing situation and helpdevelopal
ternative solutions to problems that meetall of theirspecific needs.They workwith
the community in gaining broad input intoany decisions made. The core group
directs the planning effort rather than following behind it as advisory committees
often do.

MCZM advocates theuseof theconsensus building model inplanning because,
inthe past, many comprehensive plans haveeither beenshelved or challenged. A
"shelved" planisone that is notperceived as valuable and doesnotenjoy thesup
port of the community. In order to generate the support necessary to implement
theplan, all affected interest groups should participate indevelopment of the plan.
In order to avoid legal or procedural challenges to a plan, all the concerns of the
waterfront usersshould be incorporated into the plan through their direct repre
sentation in the planning process. Experience has shown this model can produce
acceptable, practicalplans that may be implemented over time.

Another keycomponent to successful harborplanning isgetting the right tech
nical information incorporated into the plan.The right information is the informa
tionneeded to answerthe pressing questions of the next5-20 years.Questions that
surfacein Massachusetts include: Howmany moorings and marinascan this har
bor hold? What isthecurrent water quality? Ifthewaterfront wasdeveloped to the
currentzoning ordinances, what would the waterfront look like? What might the
expansion or contraction of port activities do to the recreational uses of the harbor?
With answers to the relevant harbor development questions, the core planning
group can set goals and objectives and examine different scenarios for the future.

Finally, a plan that cannot be implemented over time has little value. The ob
jective of planning should be to effect changes in the harborarea. The planning
process should be designed to lead to action and set policy that local, state and
federal decision- makers can use in their decisions.

Comprehensive Planning in Massachusetts

State land use planning in Massachusetts isan anomaly. Rarely do state offi
cials have the opportunity to influence local planning decisions in a state where
"homerule" isthe dominant theme. Recognizing this fact, MCZM carefully pursued
their goals to balance harbor preservation and development. First, the staff
developed Harbor Planning Guidelines (1988), and a manual on public involve
ment (See theGuide toPublic Involvement, 1987). Simultaneously, MCZM offered
technical assistance to communities on any harborplanning issue. Later, the office
obtained $1 million in grant funds to distribute to communities completing com-
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prehensive harbor plans.
The Guidelines offer the state perspective on the type of planning needed to

balance growth and development with the long- term protection of the unique
natural resources of the coast MCZM recommends that communities closely ex
amine future waterfront development restrictions that may be needed to protect
water-dependent uses and waterfront character. Water quality analysis and plan
ning must be completed in orderto address the severedegradation ofwater in Mas
sachusetts harbors. Dredgingmasterplanning, mooring management and natural
resource management must also be part of the comprehensive plan.

The Guidelines were written with the assistance of communities already in
volved in harborplanning. MCZM heldregional workshopswhere those that would
be using the document offered recommendations and highlighted new issues. By
giving people the opportunity to influencewhat would eventually be the standard
forplanningInthe state,the staffhoped to Increase local interest in and ownership
of the planning process. In effect, we were practicing what we preached.

Whether communities were interested in following our guidelines or not, we
offered the assistance of our staff of biologists,geologists, planners, lawyers, and
policyanalysts. MCZM staffvisited communities at local meetingsand offered tech
nical advice on issues such as waterfront zoning, mooring management, and water
quality assessment. By being available locally, we built trust and a reputation for
being knowledgeable in harbor planning.

Simultaneously, the stafflobbied the legislature for authorization of a $1 mil
lion bond to fund communities in completing what would be for many an expen
sive, time-consuming planningprocess. MCZM obtained the funding and offered it
to communities in the form of a 50/50 matching grant which allowed a maximum
of $50,000 to be awarded to any one community. This money was key to ensur
ingthat communities would effectively manage their harbors consistent with MCZM
coastal policies.

Currently, the office hopes to distribute the first third of the bond money in
calendar year 1989. Several communities arewaiting in the wings ready to move
into the next stages of planning. Many communities have begun comprehensive
harbor planning, some usingonly a portion of the Guidelnes and others pursuing
the process outlined. Invirually all cases, the office ispleased with the progress of
cities and towns and their efforts to adaptthe Guidelines to local needs. MCZM ex
pects the future demand for Harbor Planning to continue to rise. Within one year
to 18 months,we hopeto be ableto pointto completed comprehensive plans. And,
more important, we hope to see the effects of bettermanagement of our precious
gems, our harbors.
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SEDIMENT QUALITY
MEASURES TO MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

Michael Kravitz
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Water Regulations andStandards (WH-553)
401 MStreet, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
and

Kim Devonald
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office ofManagement Systems andEvaluation (PM-222A)
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460.

Abstract

In response to growing concern regarding the effects of contaminated sedi
mentson the aquatic environment, a number of methodologies are being devised
to address the impacts on aquatic life of in-place toxic chemicals. The various
measures of sediment quality resulting from theseapproaches, whichmayserve as
useful tools in identifying contaminated sediments, fall into twocategories: 1) those
reflecting the impacts of individual chemicals, such as thecriteria developed through
the water quality criteria-based "equilibrium partitioning" (EP) approach, and 2)
thoseaddressing the effects of chemical mixtures, derived throughbioassays, ben
thiccommunity assessments, and approaches utilizing a combinationof the above
(e.g., the "sediment quality triad" or "apparenteffects threshold" approaches).

Todate, guidance on theapplication ofsediment quality measures to regulatory
and management decisions is lacking. This paper summarizes current sediment
qualitymeasures and their potentialapplicationsto decisions regarding the assess
ment and remediation of contaminated sediment. For accurate, cost- effectiveas
sessments of sediment quality we recommend a tiered approach Involving, in the
following order chemical-by-chemlcal criteria derived through theEPapproach; a
sedimentbioassay screeningstep; use of site-specific information for evidence of
contamination bya known chemical(s) forwhich EP-based criteria are notyetavail
able; and a sedimentquality measure(s) reflecting the biological effects of chemi
cal mixtures.

Introduction

Forsometime, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other Federal
agencies haveuseda numberof biological and chemical assessment techniques to
address toxicpollutionin our nation's waters. In recentyears we have come to real
izethat chemical contamination of sediments, too, can have profound effects on
aquatic ecosystems. Toxicsedimentscan adverselyaffectand contaminate benthic
organismswhich are critical to marine and freshwaterfood chains, and can act as
a source of contaminationto the water column,making itunsuitable for recreation
al activities such as swimming and fishing.

Avariety of methods are being developed to address the impacts on aquatic
life ofin-place toxics. Measures ofsediment quality resulting from these approaches
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mayserve as useful tools inassessing and managing potentially contaminated sedi
ments. The measures may either 1) reflect the impacts of individual chemicals, or
2) address the effects of chemical mixtures. All sediment quality measures in the
first group,and someinthesecond, consist ofsediment concentrations forspecific
chemical contaminants such that sediments with contaminant concentrations ex
ceedingthreshold valuesare considered deleterious to aquatic life. Measures in the
secondgroup (i.e. addressing chemical mixture effects) mayalso take the form of
"number of toxicity hits" (for bioassays), or a parameter(s) representing infauna
community structure.

Many sedimentquality assessment methods are "new" on the scene, and na
tionalguidanceisnot yetavailable on howtheymight be used ina regulatory con
text This article summarizes current methods for assessing sediment quality and
potential applications of these methods to management decisions. In the coming
year,EPA will be developing a detailed technical manual on someof thesemethods,
to helppotential usersidentify methods most useful fortheirspecific purposes. The
type(s) of data employed by the different methods are shown inTable 1.

Chemistry Approach

In the chemistry approach, bulksediment concentrations of chemicals of con
cern at a potentially contaminated site are compared to concentrations at a
reference site or to concentrations which relate to some incremental change above
background levels and thatare assumed to haveadverse effects on biota. Theap
proach is simple and employs chemistry data only, but since few cause-effect
relationships have been established between bulk sediment concentrations and
biotic impacts, its use as a sole criterion to determine sediment quality is ques
tionable.

This approach forms the basis of guidelines established by Canada's Ontario
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) for evaluating the acceptability of dredged
material for open-water disposal. It has been used for the same purpose, in con
junction with othermethods, by Region Vof theEPA (1977), theU.S.-Canada In
ternational Joint Commission (IJC, 1982), and the U.S. ArmyCorps of Engineers
(Francingues et al., 1985).

Sediment Bioassays

In the sediment bioassay approach, test organisms are exposed to field-col
lected sediments with or without measured contaminant concentrations. Mortality
or sublethal effects in differentsediments (sites) are compared quantitatively to one
another or to effects observed in reference sediments. Bioassay data are generally
in the form of percenttoxicity "hits", or significant toxic responses. The sediment
bioassay approach capturesthe effects of alltoxicants actingas a mixture, account
ingforwhatever additive or synergistic effects may be occurring. [Sediment extract
testsmay not accountforalltoxicants—see below]. Forthis reason, the approach
is particularly useful for Identifying problem sediments. On the other hand, it re
quires integration with another approach to yield chemical-specific values ofsedi
ment quality (should they be desired).

Through the use of spiked bioassays—exposing test organisms to sediments
with known amounts of chemicals and establishing dose- response relationships—
chemical-specific values of sediment quality can be derived. Thespiked bioassay
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approach requires a large research effort to establish an extensive benthic
toxicologicaldata base, and will not be discussed further. Sediment bioassays fall
into three categories, depending on the specific exposure route: whole intact sedi
ment, or "solid phase" bioassay; sediment elutriates (suspended phase or liquid
phase); or sediment extracts (Chapman, 1987). Sediment elutriate tests are
designed to assess the effects of chemical contaminants released from sediments to
the water column during dredging and disposal. Sediment extract tests depend
upon an extraction procedure that is specific for neutral, nonionic organic com
pounds and therefore may not accurately reflect real-world contaminant
availability. The solid phase bioassay utilizes intact "solid" sediments to examine
the effects of both bound and dissolved contaminantson benthic organisms.

The sensitivity of bioassays is controlled by the sensitivity of the biological
species employed, and the levelof response measured (i.e. test endpoint). Chemi
cal concentrations that mightelicit sublethal responses such as abnormality in lar
val development or change in respiration rate might not elicit an acute lethal
response such as mortality. Mostworkersagree that a suite of sediment bioassays
should be used inwide-scale surveys of sedimentcontamination (Long, 1985; Wil
liams et al., 1986). The 10-day acute amphipod Rhepoxynius abronlus test (Swartz
et al., 1985a), whichmeasuresmortality in individuals exposed to wholesediment,
is the most commonly employedbioassay for evaluatingcontamination in marine
sediments. Other representative marine and freshwater sediment bioassays are
listed inChapman (1987) and Lamberson and Swartz (1988), respectively.

Sediment bioassaydata wereusedby Long(1983) to rank subareas in Puget
Sound in terms of toxicity to benthicorganisms. Such information can then be used
to priority rank remedial actions. Subareas could de definable physiographicfea
tures,as in Long's study, or placesfor which individual managementoptions are
being considered (e.g., receiving zone for a point source discharge). A number of
workers have used sediment bioassaysto investigate the spatial distributionof sedi
ment toxicity in relation to pollution gradients, for example Swartz et al., 1985b, off
a sewageoutfall. In that study, overall bioassay results correlated with the spatial
distribution ofmacrobenthos and sediment contaminatioa Sediment bioassays are
used in conjunction with infaunal community analysis and chemistry data in the
Sediment Quality Triad approach (see below; also see AET approach). A number
of bioassays are beingconsidered for use as measures of biological effects to ac
company chemical analyses in NOAA's National Status and Trends Program (E.
Long, NOAA, pers. comm.). Elutriate and solid phase sediment bioassays have
been used by the Army Corps of Engineers to evaluate the sediment quality of
dredged material (EPA/COE, 1977). Anongoingstudy by EPA's Regional Office
in Seattle, Washington, is comparing the sensitivities of different marine sediment
bioassays, and includesexamination of some chronic tests (PTI, 1988a). Chronic
tests are employed overa time period of at least one generation; veryfew accepted
ones currently exist for marine systems.

Infauna Community Structure

The community structure approach looks at the numerical abundance of
species in a community.There are two principaltypes of community structure in
dices: diversity indices and similarity indices. Diversity Indices depend on the num
ber of species (S) and the abundance of individuals within species (N). The
Shannon-Wiener index H' has been used extensively among ecologists but its
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biologicalrelevance has been called into question (Washington, 1984). Any diver
sity index summarizescommunitystructure in one parameter and thus involvesa
drastic reduction in the information contained in the overall patterns of the com
munity. Numerical classification, which employs similarity measures (indices) be
tween sites or species, allows simplificationof patterns of multi-species distribution
which involve far less loss of information (Boesch, 1977). Most similarity measures
compare either joint species presence, or presence and proportional abundance.
These measures may be particularly applicable in identifyingpollutant-induced dis
continuities among communities located at varying distances from a source of con
tamination (Sheehan, 1984).

In order to group "like" assemblages, the similarity matrix is subjected to one
of several clustering techniques; these generate cluster diagrams, or dendrograms.
Boesch (1977) applied classificationanalysis on sites and macrobenthic species in
the Hampton Roads area, Virginia, to separate heavily polluted Elizabeth River sites
from other muddy-sand sites, and to determine the shifts in species occurrence and
abundance causing these differences.

Measures of community structure are used in conjunction with sediment bioas
says and chemistry data in the Sediment Quality Triad approach (see below; also
see AET approach). Examples include species richness, numerical dominance,
abundances of major taxonomic groups, and relativemajor taxon proportions. Due
to cost considerations, broad categories such as abundances of major taxonomic
groups (eg., "total crustaceans" or "total pdychaetes") are sometimes used in place
of measures involving more precise levels of identification. Peer reviews of these
approaches have not yet been conducted. Based on conversations with a number
of benthic ecologists familiarwith these methods, we feel there is a consensus that
this is an unsound simplification in most cases. Species and genera within major
taxa often have entirely different sensitivitiesto toxicants, so that abundance of an
insensitive species can mask the decreased abundance or even full mortality of a
sensitive species in the same major taxon.

Community structure parameters are very useful in assessing sediment quality
because 1) they capture the effects of alltoxicants actingas a mixture,therefore ac
counting for whatever additiveor synergistic effects may be occurring, and 2) since
they reflect in situ measurements, they provide a true measure of effects as they
occur in nature. On the other hand, comparison of community data to a reference
site may be biased by parameters other than contaminants, and the approach re
quires integration with another approach to yield chemical-specific values of sedi
ment quality.

Screening Level Concentration (SLC) Approach

The Screening LevelConcentration (SLC)approach relates the presence of a
particularbenthic species in field samples to sediment concentrations of a specific
contaminant to arriveat a "SpeciesScreeningLevelConcentration (SSLC)," or the
concentration that was not exceeded in 90 percent of the samples containing the
species. SSLC values calculated for a number of species are arranged sequentially
with respect to Increasing contaminant concentration to determine a "Screening
Level Concentration (SLC)." The SLC is defined as the SSLC concentration above
which 95 percent of the SSLC values are found, that is, the sediment contaminant
concentration in which 95 percent of the species have been shown to be able to
live. (Neffet al., 1986). For nonpolar organic contaminants, the contaminant con-
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centrations used to calculate SSLC should be normalized to the total organic carb
on concentration of the sediment

Sediment quality values derived through the SLC approach are conservative,
and have a high potential for extrapolation to other sediments (areas). The ap
proach may be costlyfor two reasons: 1) it requiresa considerable amount of field
data spanning a wide range of contaminant concentrations, and 2) it requires a
precise levelof infaunal taxonomic identification. The field data associated cost may
be somewhat lessenedby carefully choosingsitesover a known chemicalconcentra
tion gradient.

The SLC approach was developed, and has been used, as a means of field-
validating the Equilibrium Partitioning approach (discussed below); however the
SLCs author—J. Neff, Battelle Ocean Sciences—feels that it can also be used as a
stand-alone method for assessing sediment quality (pers. comm.).

Water Quality Criteria Approach

In the Water Quality Criteriaapproach, contaminant concentrations in intersti
tial waterare measured directly and compared with EPAwaterquality criteria. This
approach relies on existing toxicological data (EPA water quality criteria), thus
takingadvantage of many years of expensivedata collection on toxicity of individual
chemicals. However, practical difficulties exist with the collection and analysis of
interstitial water samples. Standardized and validated procedures for interstitial
water analysis have not been established.

Equilibrium Partitioning Approach

The equilibrium partitioning (EP) approach has been recognized by the EPA
to have much promise in the development of chemical- specific sediment quality
values. Present and past EPA activities have focused on verifying the methodology
for ScienceAdvisory Board (SAB) review, scheduled for early 1989. (See Zarba,
1987, for a list of these activities.) Interim sediment "criteria" have recently been
developed for the "Superfund" program using this approach (EPA, 1988). These
are discussed below.

The (EP) approach is based on water quality criteria, but unlike the "water
quality criteria" approach, it incorporates estimating rather than measuring inter
stitial water concentrations. An underlying assumption of this approach is that the
toxicity and accumulation of a contaminant by benthic organisms is correlated to
the interstitial, or pore water, concentration and not directly to the total sediment
concentration of the contaminant. The approach is based on a simple model that
describes the equilibrium partitioning of a contaminant between sedimentary
phases whichbind the contaminantand interstitial water. In the case of nonpolar
organic compounds, sedimentary organic carbon is the primary sorbent, control
lingtheir concentrations in interstitial water and, in turn, their availability to ben
thicorganisms. Asediment quality valuefora givennonpolarorganiccontaminant
is the sediment concentration, normalized to organic carbon content, that would
correspond to an interstitial waterconcentration equivalent to the EPAwaterquality
criterion for the contaminant.

For nonpolar contaminants, the organic-carbon-normalized partition coeffi
cient for contaminant x isKXoc. Ifa KXoc value anda water quality criterion, C^v/cr,
forcontaminant x are known, an organic-carbon-normalized sediment quality value
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Cs/cr can be determined as:

C%/cr = K oc X Cw/«

(Tetra Tech,1986). (Koc valuesare oftenestimated from morewidely available oc-
tanol-water partition coefficients.) The EP approach cannotbe used for ionizable
organic pollutants because the necessary predictive relationships cannotbe reliab
lydetermined. Thesameistruefor trace metals at present However, equilibrium
relationships formetal contaminants are currently under investigation. Oncethese
are identified and quantified, the EP approach should be valid for metals.

The EP method uses the same toxicological database as the water quality
criteria approach (i.e., EPA waterquality criteria) thereby taking advantageof the
extensivework done in developingthat database, whileavoidingthe difficulties as
sociated with the direct measurement of contaminant concentrations in interstitial
water. Another positive aspect of this approach isthat itdoes not require the col
lection ofbiological data. On theotherhand, as this approach isbasedon "chemi-
cal-by- chemical" water quality criteria, itdoesnotaddress the effects of mixtures
of chemicals. Also, waterquality criteria are available foronly17 nonpolarorganic
chemicals.

Using the EP approach, the EPA recently developed interim sediment quality
valuesor "criteria" for 11 nonpolar organic contaminants (EPA, 1988). For each
contaminant, criteria are reported as a mean valueand its 95% confidence inter
val. The confidenceinterval reflects the degreeof uncertainty in the criteria(result
ing from uncertainty in the partition coefficients used to calculate them). As an
example, the (freshwater) sediment quality criteria for PCB (Aroclor 1254, in ug/gC)
is reported as

Mean: 19.5, 95% Confidence Interval: 3.87 99.9

Theuppervalue oftheconfidence interval represents theconcentration which
with 97.5% certainty will result In hazardous long-term impacts on the benthic
fauna. Concentrations below the lowervalue of the confidence interval will, with
97.5% certainty, not result In chronic effects to thebenthic fauna. Concentrations
withinthe confidenceinterval can be considered eithersafe or hazardous, depend
ing on the level of certainty chosen.

Interim sediment quality criteria have been applied on a trial basis to a num
berofSuperfund sites around thecountry. At Sullivan's Ledge, New Bedford, MA,
interim criteria for PCB have been applied to sediments of a streamand wetland
areas to identify contaminated locations and the areal distribution of contamina
tionforpossible remedial action (C. Zarba, EPA, pers. comm.).

The Sediment Quality Triad

The triad approach examines the correspondence among three measures of
sediment contamination: concentrations of chemical contaminants in sediment,
sediment bioassay endpoints like toxicity, and in situ studies (usually infauna data)
(Long and Chapman, 1985). Collecting chemical data in conjunction with biologi
cal data allows assessment of sediment quality in terms of the extentof biological
damage due to chemical contamination.

The first quantitative approach tothe sediment quality triad was attempted by
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Chapman (1986) in Puget Sound, Washington. He examined three chemical
groups [combustion polyaromatic hydrocarbons (CPAHs), total polychlorinated
blphenyls (PCBs), and lead], fish histopathology (selected liver lesions in English
sole), and threetypesofsediment bioassays (Rhepoxynius abronius acute lethality,
oUgochaete respiration effects, and fishcellanaphase aberration). Quantitativesedi
mentquality values foreach chemical group werederived by comparingfrequen
cies of biological effectswith sediment concentrations of respective contaminants.
Thesediment quality values wereexpressed as ranges in threedifferent categories:
no or minimal biologicaleffects,major biologicaleffects,and an area of uncertain*
ty. Apossible drawbackof thisstudy is that the initial grouping of effects frequen
cies was based on somewhat arbitrary definitions of the "cleanness" of areas from
which the effects data were taken.

Asecondapplication (Chapman et at, 1987)examined a widerangeof chemi
calcontaminants, four typesof bioassays, and four infaunalcommunity descriptive
parameters (species richness, total abundance, numericaldominance, and relative
major taxon proportions). Ratio-to-Reference (RTR) values were calculated for each
parameter of each triad component at every station.RTRvalues provide a measure
of the degreeof alteration at eachstation and sitecompared to a reference site,and
to each other. Mean RTR values for each triad component were plotted on scales
witha commonoriginand placed 1200 from each other to form triaxial plots. The
area of the trianglesfor each station at a particularsite provided an estimate of the
relative degradation of the stations. Similarcalculations performed on the means
of the sites provided an estimate of the relativedegradation of the sites.

Apparent Effects Threshold (AET) Approach

The Apparent Effects Threshold (AET) approach for establishing numerical
sediment quality values has its theoretical basis inthe sediment quality triad (chemi
cal, bioassay, and infauna) of measurements advocated by Long and Chapman
(1985). The AET isone possible way to derivea singleindex from the triad com
ponents.

Theobjective oftheAET approach isto determine concentrations ofparticular
contaminants above which statistically significant biological effects would always
be expected (Tetra Tech, 1986). AETs havebeen calculated (from PugetSound
data) for the following biological effect indicators: 1) depressions in abundances of
major taxonomic groups of benthic infauna (Crustacea,Mollusca, Polychaeta, and
total abundance), 2) amphipod, Rhepoxynius abronius, mortality (through bioas
says), 3) oysterlarvae, Crassostrea gigas, abnormality (through bioassays), and 4)
Microtox, Photobacterium phosphoreum, bioluminescence (through bioassays). In
each case, results at sites with known chemical concentrations are compared to
reference conditions to determine whether the biological effect is statistically sig
nificant. TheAET fora specific indicator isestablished by the highest concentration
at a station withouta statistically significant biological effect. The AETmethod does
not prove cause-effect relationships between contaminants and effects, but iden
tifies concentrations ofcontaminants thatare associated exclusively with "polluted"
sediments (those havingstatistically significant biological effects relativeto reference
sediments).

The AET approach was originally developed to identify problemsedimentsin
Commencement Bay, Washington (Tetra Tech, 1985).TheAET database has been
subsequently expanded to include otherareasofPugetSound (Tetra Tech, 1986;
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1987),and resulting threshold values were used to identify potential problem areas
inElliott Bay where only chemical datawere available (PTI andTetra Tech, 1988).

AET values form the basis of dredged material disposal guidelines recently
proposed for thePuget Sound Dredged Disposal Analysis (PSDDA) program (PTI,
1988b). The guidelines incorporate a chemical screening level, SL, and a maxi
mum level, ML, foreachchemical ofconcern. Dredged material with chemical con
centrations above the ML, equivalent to the highest AET for a range of biological
indicators, is considered unacceptable for unconfined open-water disposal. The
dredger, however, canconduct optional biological (bioassay) testing to establish
the acceptability of the material. Dredged material with chemical concentrations
below theSLisacceptable without confirming biological tests; SLisdefined as 10
percent ofML, or average reference area concentration, whichever is higher, but
never greater than the lowest AET for a range of biological indicators. Dredged
material with chemical concentrations between the SL and ML always requires
biological testing to establish itssuitability for disposal.

Discussion

Sediment quality measures or criteria can be useful tools in identifying con
taminated sediments, but theymay have to be applied differently to meetdifferent
uses or needs. For example, a criterion developed to indicate a "no effect" con
centration might be very useful inmonitoring disposal sites, but might have to be
used with some sortofapplication factor tobe administratively acceptable as a tar
get concentration in the cleanup ofa waste site. Many of the sediment quality
measures discussed here havea "built-in" application factor, e.g.: upper and lower
confidence limits in interim criteria derived through the EP approach; high and low
AETs for a range ofbiological effects indicators; or different endpoints (or use of
differentspecies) in a sediment bioassay.

Asnoted earlier, sediment quality measures mayconsist of sediment concentra
tions for specific chemical contaminants, ormay take a form which more readily
addresses chemical mixture effects. Methods which generate chemical-specific
values are the equilibrium partitioning, water quality criteria, screening level con
centration, apparent effects threshold, and—in one type ofapplication—the sedi
ment quality triad. Approaches which give rise to measures reflecting chemical
mixture effects are the sediment bioassay, infauna community structure, and the
sediment quality triad; these generate toxicity hits, community structure parameters
suchasdiversity or abundance, orareaoftriangles formed from RTR values, respec
tively. Chemical-specific methods which incorporate bioassays and/or community
structure, e.g. theapparent effects threshold, also take chemical mixture effects into
account, buttheir use in this regard is recommended only inconjunction with one
of the non chemical-specific methods.

The relevance ofspecific assessment methods to specific management needs
can be discussed in terms of three issues, 1) usefulness forassessments, 2) useful
ness for deciding onmanagement actions, and 3) cost This has been attempted in
Table 2, which is presented asa strawman for future discussion byparties involved
in regulatory and technical aspects of contaminated sediment issues. The distinc
tion between chemical- specific and non chemical-specific measures of sediment
quality is important in conducting assessments and in selecting management ac
tions. Methods which generate chemical-specific measures might be applicable to
assessment, monitoring, and remediation situations where a known chemical(s) is
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the culprit, whereas methods generating nonchemical-specific measures would be
appropriate for situations where mixtures of unknown (or partially unknown)
chemicals are suspected. Management actions appropriate for non chemical-
specific impacts might emphasize removal or capping, while chemical-specific im
pacts could additionally be treated through regulatory chemical-specific source
controls.

Some methods lend themselves to application over a broad area. These should
be consideredfor comparative assessments of sites in different water segments (see
under 1. B. in Table 2). On the matter of cost, methods involving labor-intensive
taxonomic analyses would be the most expensive (see 3. in Table 2). They are,
however, the most satisfying methods in that they demonstrate real-world impacts
on biota, rather than inferring field impactsbased on laboratory tests (e.g. bioas
says) alone.

The evaluation of sediment contamination is often carried out through a tiered
approach involving a number of separate methods. For example, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Francingueset al., 1985) and the U.S.-Canada International
Joint Commission (IJC, 1982) begin the evaluation of a dredge site by considering
existing historical information and the physical constitution of the sediment (e.g.,
percent fines) for "reason to believe" that there is contamination. This is followed
by a bulk chemical characterization of the dredge site against reference conditions
(usually the disposal site). The final tier comprises biological tests (bioassessment)
such as bioassays and contaminant bioaccumulation in tissues.

The primary concern of contaminated sediments is their effects on biota. This,
coupled with an improved understanding in recent years of ways, or methods, to
assess these effects,argues for emphasis on biologicalmethods in a decision making
framework. A possible tiered approach of this kind is depicted in Figure 1. It begins
with a screening of chemicals for which equilibrium partltioning-based criteria are
available, in order to identify those (if any) exceeding the criteria. For sediment
"failing" this first tier, source control of specific responsible chemicals should be in
itiated (if relevant), and the need to remediate the contamination should be
evaluated. Such evaluation would always take into account factors such as desig
nated use of overlying water and costs. Followingsuccessful remediation, if that op
tion was chosen, further tests which consider chemical mixture effects may be
warranted.

Sediment passing Tier I would be subjected to a suite of sensitive sediment
bioassays representing a diversity of taxonomic groups—Tier II. This ensures that
the assessment approach is environmentally conservative, or protective. The bioas
says should be standardized and relatively inexpensive, in addition to being sensi
tive to contaminants. Sediments passing Tier II would require no further action or
cost. For sediments failing Tier II, any available site-specific information that might
shed light on possible type or causes of "suspected" contamination should be
evaluated—Tier III. This step examines for contamination by a known chemical(s)
for which EP-based criteria are not yet available. At the discretion of the regulatory
manager or potentially responsible party, further site-specific information can be
obtained through sampling and subsequent analyses. If there is sufficient evidence
that a known chemical(s) is the culprit, appropriate chemical-specific source con
trols should be instituted (if relevant), and the need to remediate contamination
evaluated. If a specific chemical is not indicted, or following management action in
the alternate case, it will be necessary to employ further bioassay tests and/or
another technique which considers chemical mixture effects—Tier IV. Sediment
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passing this last tier would not warrant remediation (or further remediation as the
case may be). For sedimentwhich iscontaminated, Le. not passingTier IV, toxicity-
based source controls should be initiated (if relevant), and the need to remediate
contamination evaluated.
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